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Chapter 1

Introduction

Backward induction as a solution concept and a pattern of reasoning for perfect
information games is an old idea in game theory, and a seemingly simple one.
The concept applies to extensive form games: players take actions at different
points in time, often taking turns; the games are dynamic in that earlier actions
in the game influence the actions available later on. Such games are represented
in tree form as a set of nodes with branches between the nodes representing
actions moving the game from one node in the tree to another. There is a
single root node, where the first player acts, and multiple terminal nodes at
which the game ends, at which point the players receive the payoffs attached to
the terminal node reached. At each non-terminal node there is a single player
designated to act, and the action chosen determines which branch of the tree
the game takes and therefore which node is reached next. The games to which
backward induction applies are also perfect information games, which means
that all players witness (or are informed of) all actions as they occur; which
node in the tree the game is currently at is never a mystery to any player.
Below is an example of a simple extensive form game:
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In the above game, the leftmost node is the root node, and it is labeled ’A’
since the player A acts at that node, making the first move. In this game, A
decides whether to move up or down, i.e. A decides whether player B will select
an action at the upper or lower of B’s nodes. If A chooses to move up, then B
chooses between moving up so that both players receive 10 points and moving
down so that A receives 12 points while B receives only 5. If, alternatively, A
chooses to move down at the root node, then B will choose between moving up
for 11 points all around and moving down so that A receives 5 points and B 12.
Since the above game is a perfect information game, B knows which action was
taken by A, and therefore what node the game is at, when B makes a choice.

The backward inductive reasoning process has an agent begin by considering
the last possible node in a game (or in a branch of a game) and determining
what the player to act would do at that node, assuming their rationality. Taking
that as given, the agent determines what the player to act at the node before
the last would do; this process continues, backwards, through all nodes of the
game. The backward inductive solution is the result of all players taking the
actions recommended by the backward inductive reasoning process. While from
the description this sounds like a terrific way to decide how to act in a game, in
many situations the backward inductive solution is counterintuitive or leads to
disappointingly low payoffs all around, as will be shown later. As an example
of how backward inductive reasoning proceeds, consider the example extensive
form game pictured above. To begin at the last possible nodes, a rational player
B would choose ’Up’ at the upper of his nodes and ’Down’ at the lower node.
Thus taking these choices as fixed, player A has a choice between moving ’up’
for a payoff of 10 and moving ’down’ for a payoff of 5. Therefore the backward
inductive solution to the above game is for player A to choose ’up’ and player
B to choose ’Up.’

The backward inductive reasoning process seems to be a sensible way of
reasoning through a game. There is, nevertheless, much disagreement about
when it is rational to follow the recommendations of backward induction and
when doing so is either irrational or not the only rational option. Improved
understanding of this disagreement and its possible solutions is of particular
importance to political philosophers and others working in philosophy because of
the ties between backward induction and the prisoner’s dilemma. The prisoner’s
dilemma is one of the better-known games studied by game theorists because
of its clear application to social situations. The structure of the prisoner’s
dilemma is that two agents have to decide independently whether to cooperate
with the other or to defect. The payoffs to the agents are better if they both
cooperate than if they both defect, while if one agent cooperates but the other
defects then the defector receives the highest possible payoff and the cooperator
the lowest. It is therefore strictly dominant (better no matter what the other
player does) for each agent to defect. This is of interest to social scientists and
philosophers because the prisoner’s dilemma seems to reflect a situation faced by
many people every day when choosing whether to cooperate with other people or
to renege on their agreements. Political philosophers see the prisoner’s dilemma
as one of the fundamental problems of understanding how people could have
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first chosen to come together in a society and begin cooperating, and therefore
of understanding what kind of social contract society might be based on or what
other principles could justify the authority of governments. The solution to the
prisoner’s dilemma seems to suggest that rational people could never initiate
cooperation in a state of nature, which would make it impossible for them to
create a social contract and cooperate by following its rules. Jean Hampton’s
introductory book Political Philosophy provides a thorough discussion of this
problem [15]. Backward induction enters the dialogue because it blocks the
simple would-be solution to the problem of initiating cooperation. It is often
suggested that people could rationally cooperate in one circumstance if they
expected the benefits of reciprocal cooperation in future interactions as a result;
the idea is that if the prisoner’s dilemma is to be encountered over and over by
the same people, the long-term benefits of repeated cooperation might outweigh
the short-term benefits of defecting [15]. Backward induction, however, tells us
that since in the final instance of the prisoner’s dilemma defecting is dominant,
a rational player will not cooperate even in a repeated prisoner’s dilemma if
there is a known end point. Since two rational players would defect in the last
playing of the prisoner’s dilemma, and this is taken as given, each then defects
in the next-to-last playing in an attempt to defect before the opponent does,
which would be advantageous. Therefore it is also rational for both players to
defect in the third-to-last playing, and so forth.

The general structure of the above-described problem is that both players
gain higher payoffs the longer they cooperate with each other, but since there is
a known end to their interactions, since defecting at the last stage of interaction
dominates cooperating at that stage, and given that it is always better for a
player to defect during the interaction prior to that in which their opponent
defects, the players end up in a kind of race to defect first. The result is that
each player defects as soon as possible with low payoffs all around. This general
structure is instantiated in centipede games, a class of games in which the back-
ward inductive solution typically yields the lowest possible combined payoffs to
the players. Below is a typical centipede game.

(1,0) (0,2) (3,1) (2,6)

(4,4)
A B A B

This game is characteristic of centipedes in that the payoffs to each player
tend to increase during the course of the game, but the payoff to a player for
moving down at any given node is always greater than the payoff if the player
instead moves across, only for the next player to move down. Because of this
feature, as in the iterated prisoner’s dilemma discussed above, the backward
inductive solution to centipedes generally requires the first player to move down
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and end the game immediately. This is counterintuitive to those who expect
both players to prefer reaching later stages of the game with higher payoffs, and
disappointing to those who note that by doing what is ostensibly rational all
parties are worse off than had they behaved irrationally or cooperated. There
is something unsettling about a solution which results in the absolute lowest
possible total utility for the players involved. This leads philosophers and social
scientists to puzzle over backward induction, in hopes of better understanding
its recommendations and when they apply.

Unsurprisingly, it is rare for players of the centipede game in economics ex-
periments to follow the recommendation of backward induction. (See section 5.3
of Colin F. Camerer’s Behavioral Game Theory for a summary of experimental
results with centipede games [10].) This suggests that backward induction in-
volves some assumptions about players which fail to hold in an experimental set-
ting; one proposed explanation is that the backward inductive solution requires,
or at least follows from, common knowledge of rationality between the players.
For a player to act rationally in a game (such as a centipede game) is for them
to act so as to maximize their payoffs, given what they believe others will do. A
rational player would act in this way at any decision node reached during play.
Common knowledge of rationality is rationality of all players, mutual knowl-
edge of the rationality of all players (i.e. first level mutual knowledge), mutual
knowledge of first level mutual knowledge (i.e. second level mutual knowledge),
and indeed infinite levels of mutual knowledge of rationality. Naturally this is
not a condition that one would expect to hold in an anonymous experiment,
but the focus of this thesis will be the claim that when common knowledge of
rationality is present between players in a perfect information game, then the
backward inductive solution results.

This claim has been put forth by many people over the years in various
incarnations, and much energy has been spent denying it as well. For a detailed
picture of the history of the debate and an analysis of some of the attempts to
justify or refute the claim in question, see Graciela Kuechle’s What Happened to
the Three-Legged Centipede? [17]. Despite the rarity of common knowledge of
rationality among individuals, especially in anonymous experimental settings,
it is an important question whether it is a sufficient condition for backward
induction. For one, although common knowledge of rationality may not be the
norm, it surely obtains in many situations of interest. It should not be surprising
that a group of strangers would be uncertain of each other’s rationality, but
many games are played by friends, colleagues, and classmates who have had
ample time to gather evidence of one another’s rationality. For example, a
group of people who often play thought-intensive games together might over
time come to have common knowledge of rationality, and this knowledge is
important to how they play together. Thus knowing that common knowledge of
rationality among players results in them playing games according to backward
induction in general would allow us to infer that players in such particular
situations will play according to backward induction. On a theoretical level, if
it is important to understand backward induction itself (as is argued above),
then it is also important to pinpoint what assumptions it makes about game
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players, not only whether rationality is sufficient for backward inductive play
but whether (if rationality is insufficient) then common knowledge of rationality
is sufficient instead. It is not possible to fully understand backward induction
without knowing what assumptions it makes or what conditions it depends on,
and as this thesis endeavors to show, common knowledge of rationality may be
the right condition.

This thesis will look at two particular arguments in detail, one in support
of common knowledge of rationality as sufficient for backward induction and
one in denial of the claim. I will attempt to employ both of these arguments
to strengthen the case for common knowledge of rationality as sufficient for the
realization of the backward inductive outcome.

The argument in support is quite well-known and due to Robert Aumann.
In Backward Induction and Common Knowledge of Rationality, Aumann proves
that in extensive form perfect information games where the payoffs differ for
different outcomes, if there is common knowledge of rationality among players,
then the backward inductive solution is realized [4]. Aumann’s proof is carried
out in a semantic knowledge system in which the state space is partitioned and
the knowledge operator is based on S5, a strong system of modal logic. In
Chapter 2 of this thesis I show that Aumann’s result can be strengthened by
constructing a canonical semantic knowledge system based on the weaker modal
logical system T and proving an analogue of Aumann’s theorem in that system.
This demonstrates that Aumann’s proof does not rely on an S5 definition of
knowledge, which may be unrealistically strong.

The argument examined in Chapter 3, due to Robert Stalnaker, purports
to demonstrate that common belief in rationality is not sufficient for backward
induction without additional unjustified assumptions about players’ belief revi-
sion processes as well [23]. I argue that one particular assumption about how
players revise their beliefs when there is common belief in rationality is in fact
justified, due not to some special feature of rationality but due to the structure
of common beliefs. This assumption is that when there is common belief in a
proposition, or levels of mutual belief, then upon learning that some level of
mutual belief in the proposition cannot obtain, rational agents revise their be-
liefs so as to retain the highest level of mutual belief consistent with what was
learned. I demonstrate that this “assumption” in fact follows from the AGM
axioms for belief revision, using a modeling due to Adam Grove [13]. I then
prove that if this is accepted as a requirement of rational belief revision (and
therefore that it is also common belief among the players), then common belief
in rationality is sufficient for backward induction.

It is hoped that this thesis will be of value to game theorists and economists
by strengthening the case for common knowledge (or belief) in rationality as
sufficient for the realization of the backward inductive outcome in perfect infor-
mation games. The epistemic program in game theory is a valuable component
of the analysis of games, and it is therefore important that it work to settle, or
at least to better understand, disagreements over basic theorems. Determining
the conditions under which rational agents play according to backward induc-
tion will also help political philosophers and social scientists decide when to
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attribute backward inductive behavior to people like those in the state of na-
ture desiring to contract to help each other. This thesis should thus allay some
backward induction-inspired fears about the seeming impossibility of rational
cooperation. Indeed, this thesis will in a way support the possibility of cooper-
ating and making contracts in the state of nature, since I strengthen the case
for common knowledge of rationality as leading to backward inductive play. If
common knowledge of rationality is established as the underlying assumption of
backward induction, then political philosophers can consistently maintain that
people in the state of nature, though rational, did not have common knowledge
of this fact, and so would not necessarily have followed the recommendation
of backward induction to defect on their neighbors whenever possible; instead,
those people may have chosen to cooperate in their iterated prisoner’s dilemmas
and thus to establish a society in which people could count on one another to
fulfill promises and act in such a way that everyone’s interests would be pro-
tected. The following chapters work towards this resolution of the backward
induction problem. By strengthening an argument of Aumann and converting
an objection by Stalnaker into further support for my case, this thesis will make
much more potent the broader argument that common knowledge of (or belief
in) rationality is sufficient for backward induction.



Chapter 2

Aumann

2.1 Introduction

One of the best-known proofs that common knowledge of rationality is sufficient
for the backward inductive solution in perfect information games is due to Au-
mann; hereafter this particular result will be referred to as Aumann’s Theorem.
The theorem is proved in a framework in which the knowledge operator is based
on an S5 definition of knowledge, which is very strong, as it assumes knowledge
to have some very strong properties. Among these are logical omniscience, that
agents know all logical consequences of their knowledge; positive introspection,
that agents know what they know; and negative introspection, that agents know
what they do not know. One point at which Aumann’s result could be criticized,
therefore, is its incorporation of such strong assumptions about knowledge which
may not hold true in many game situations. For a simple example, imagine that
I am playing a poker game and I mistakenly read my cards as two diamonds,
though in reality I hold one diamond and one heart. I think that I know that I
hold two diamonds, but of course I do not know because I am wrong. Since I
do not know that I do not know, negative introspection is not satisfied. Such a
situation is prohibited, however, by an S5 definition of knowledge.

The task in this chapter, consequently, is to demonstrate that Aumann’s
result holds true even when the assumptions about knowledge are relaxed. In
particular, it will be shown that Aumann’s theorem can still be proved in a
system with a knowledge operator based on the modal logical system T, which
omits positive and negative introspection.

The use of Aumann’s work as a base is appropriate partly because Aumann’s
papers are foundational. Aumann’s most sophisticated framework is largely the
product of lectures given in 1989 and it is essentially the culmination of work
done by Aumann and others on the formal study of knowledge during a period
of about 20 years following Jaakko Hintikka’s [16], as Aumann explains in [5].
See, for example, [11]. The standard model of knowledge in games is that of
Aumann.

7
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Aumann approaches knowledge both semantically through a possible worlds
semantics and syntactically through epistemic modal logic in [5]. He discusses
the advantages of building a semantic knowledge system from a syntax, allowing
the semantic system to be constructed canonically and bringing transparency
to the logical properties of knowledge. The proof of Aumann’s Theorem in [4]
is not carried out in a canonical semantic knowledge system constructed from a
syntax; its use of S5 properties of knowledge is visible only in that the knowledge
operator of the semantic system partitions the state space, implying that the
knowledge operator is an equivalence relation and is therefore an S5 operator.
Because of the above-described virtues of beginning with a syntax, I re-prove
Aumann’s Theorem in a semantic system that is canonical.

I will begin by stating Aumann’s Theorem more clearly and giving some more
detail on what he accomplishes in his most relevant papers. Then I will build a
framework for formalizing games based on these papers, but with modifications
to incorporate game situations into the formalism and to base the knowledge
operator on T rather than S5. Then I will prove an analogue of Aumann’s
Theorem in the new T-based system.

2.2 Aumann’s work

2.2.1 Backward Induction and Common Knowledge of Ra-
tionality

In Backward Induction and Common Knowledge of Rationality [4], Aumann
proves the theorem which will be a focal point of this chapter:

Aumann’s Theorem (2.1). Given a perfect information, extensive form
game where different playings of the game lead to different payoffs (i.e. the
payoffs are non-degenerate), given a state space (a set of worlds or possible states
of affairs) taken as primitive such that at each world each player has a strategy
and knows that strategy, and given that each player’s knowledge partitions the
state space, then those worlds at which there is common knowledge of rationality
are a subset of those worlds at which the backward inductive outcome is realized.

The proof of Aumann’s Theorem in [4] is carried out in a semantic knowledge
system which takes states of the world as primitive and assumes that the set
of states is partitioned by the knowledge operator. This means that the knowl-
edge operator divides the state space into sets of worlds which are subjectively
indistinguishable from one another; the agent’s knowledge at any world in the
set is the same as at any other in the set. This partitional structure implies
that the knowledge operator obeys the axioms of S5: (T) everything known by
an agent is true, (4) an agent’s knowing something implies their knowing that
it is known, (5) an agent’s not knowing something implies their knowing that
it is not known, and (K) if it is known that A implies B then knowing A im-
plies knowing B. See [11], for example, for an explanation of the axioms of S5
interpreted as knowledge axioms.
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2.2.2 Interactive Epistemology

Aumann’s Interactive Epistemology I: Knowledge [5] characterizes possible worlds
by the propositions that hold there. In it Aumann gives syntactic and semantic
formalisms for knowledge and shows them to be equivalent in a sense, and ob-
serves that the syntactic approach is more straightforward and less ambiguous
than the semantic. I will use this approach, but I will need to augment it since
Aumann focuses on single-agent knowledge in this paper. So, my framework will
be an augmented version of Aumann’s in [5], and I will prove the new version
of Aumann’s Theorem in the constructed canonical semantic knowledge system
rather than in the kind of semantic knowledge system used in [4].

2.3 A T-based Aumann-style framework

2.3.1 The game

This chapter’s definition of a game is based on Aumann’s in [4]. Let G be a
perfect information game with non-degenerate payoffs. For G to be a perfect
information game means that at every point in the game all players know what
has happened previously. For the payoffs to be non-degenerate means that the
payoffs to each player differ depending on which outcome of the game is realized
(where the outcome depends on the strategy choices of the players). Define

G := (N,V,E, (Ui, Si)i∈N ).
N is a set of players, assumed here to be finite. V is a set of nodes, points

at which a player makes a decision, selecting an action; Vi will refer to those
nodes at which player i ∈ N makes a decision. E is a set of edges connecting
the v ∈ V . For w, v ∈ V , w > v indicates that the node w follows the node
v, or in other words a playing of the game that includes a decision at w also
includes a decision at v. Each player i has a set of strategies, Si, each of which
specifies a choice of action for every v ∈ Vi. Crucially, each strategy si selects an
action for all of the player’s decision nodes, whether or not the player expects
that node to be reached during the actual playing of the game. The players
select full strategies before the start of play, so they must decide what they
would do in every situation that could possibly arise, if they found themselves
in that situation. A player’s choice of action at a particular node v according
to strategy si will be written svi , and at nodes after v as s>v

i . Ui is a utility
function Ui : ×

j∈N
Sj → N; the payoffs to a player are determined by the strategy

choices of all the players.

2.3.2 The syntax for G

2.3.2.1 The language

The language presented here is a modification of Aumann’s [5], altered to reflect
the shift from S5 to T and the application of the formalism to a game situation.
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Assume that a game G is given. Then construct a language L starting with an
alphabet

X := {x, y, z, ...,G, ((sxi
i ), (ui(

∧
j

xj)))1≤xi≤|Si|,i,j∈N}.

The alphabet is assumed to be finite or denumerable, as in [5]. The language
will have symbols ∨, ¬, (, ), ki for all i ∈ N , and en for n ∈ N. The members
of X are primitive propositions representing simple facts relevant to the game
situation. G is intended to represent information about the game itself, and
the sxi represent that player i chooses a strategy x. The ui(

∧
j

xj) represent

that player i’s gets the utility associated with the given combination of player
strategies in which each player j chooses strategy xj .

Then a formula of L is defined as follows:

For all letters of the alphabet x ∈ X, x is a formula.
If f and g are formulae, then so is (f) ∨ (g).
If f is a formula, then so is ¬(f).
If f is a formula, then so is ki(f) for every i.
If f is a formula, then so is en(f) for every n ∈ N.

Parentheses will often be omitted in the usual way, and the familiar connec-
tives ∧ ,→, ↔,

∨
and

∧
will be used as abbreviations after this point. Also,

subscripts on the xi such that 1 ≤ xi ≤ |Si| will be dropped when doing so will
not cause confusion.

2.3.2.2 Tautologies

Following Aumann again (with the appropriate modifications), define a tautol-
ogy as a formula with one of the following forms, for any f, g, h ∈ L, i, j ∈ N ,
n ∈ N, 1 ≤ xi ≤ |Si|, and 1 ≤ yi ≤ |Si| with x and y distinct in any formula.

(a) (f ∨ f)→ f
(b) f → (f ∨ g)
(c) (f ∨ g)→ (g ∨ f)
(d) (f → g)→ ((h ∨ f)→ (h ∨ g))
(e) kif → f
(f) ki(f → g)→ ((kif)→ (kig))
(g) sxi

i → kis
xi
i

(h) sxi
i → (

∧
yi

¬syi

i ) (where xi 6= yi)

(i)
∨
xi

sxi
i

(j) G
(k) (

∧
i∈N

kif)↔ e1f

(l) (
∧
i∈N

kie
nf)↔ en+1f

(m)
∧

j∈N
s
xj

j →
∧
i∈N

ui(
∧

j∈N
xj)
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(n) ui(
∧

j∈N
xj)→ ¬ui(

∧
j∈N

yj) for xj 6= yj for any j.

An intuitive explanation for the list of tautologies and their intended seman-
tic interpretation may be useful: (a) through (d) are propositional tautologies,
which should hold in any model of any game. Note that Aumann’s tautology
¬kif → ki¬kif [5] corresponding to the axiom 5 of S5 has been removed, and
no tautology corresponding to axiom 4 of S4 is in the list. Also note that (e)
is the axiom T and (f) is the axiom K, or the distribution axiom. (g) specifies
intuitively that the players know their own strategies, while (h) ensures that
this strategy choice is unique. (i) specifies that there is a chosen strategy. (j)
represents the fact that propositions about the game itself are universally true
within the framework. (k) and (l) define the en operator, which represents n’th
level mutual knowledge: e1f is true if all players know f , or in other words
if there is first level mutual knowledge of f . There is n + 1’th level mutual
knowledge if all players know that there is n’th level mutual knowledge. The
purpose of (m) and (n) is to connect strategies with utilities; (m) specifies that
all players i have a utility ui for every combination of player strategies, and (n)
specifies that they have only one such utility for each combination of strategies.

2.3.2.3 Lists and the syntax

In a manner similar to that of [5], call the set of all formulae in our language L,
given the game G and alphabet X, a syntax. Then let S(G,X) be a syntax for
L. The syntax will be abbreviated as S.

A list is a set of formulae. A list L is logically closed if f ∈ L and f → g ∈ L
implies g ∈ L, i.e. if it is closed under modus ponens. L is epistemically closed if
f ∈ L implies kif ∈ L. A list is strongly closed if it is logically and epistemically
closed. The strong closure of a list L is the smallest strongly closed list including
L. A list L is coherent if ¬f ∈ L implies f /∈ L. It is complete if the reverse is
true.

2.3.3 The semantic knowledge system

2.3.3.1 Possible worlds

The link between the syntax developed above and the semantic knowledge sys-
tem to be developed below and used in proofs is via possible worlds. In Aumann
[4], for instance, possible worlds are taken as primitives, and therefore their na-
ture is somewhat mysterious. By constructing possible worlds out of a syntax,
as in [5] and in this paper, the mystery is dispelled as it is made explicit exactly
what possible worlds are: possible worlds are defined as lists of formulae that
could all possibly be true at once. In other words, a possible world is defined
by the list of the formulae that are true at that world. Another advantage of
constructing possible worlds from the syntax, besides increased clarity, is that
there is a canonical construction. The canonical construction delivers a unique
set of possible worlds, namely all those possible worlds which are both internally
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consistent and give a definite answer as to whether any formula in the language
is true. This circumvents the problem with other potential construction meth-
ods of deciding how much information each world should contain (roughly, how
many formulae should be included) and how many possible worlds there should
be. There is no particularly good reason to construct only some possible worlds
and not others, or to make the worlds less informative than the language makes
possible. The canonical construction is therefore less ad hoc and less prone to
the resulting problems than other constructions. Aumann [5] thanks Dov Samet
[21] for the idea of characterizing worlds in this way rather than taking them as
primitives.

Construct the set of possible worlds from the syntax S above as follows:
Define a possible world ω as the smallest list L with the following properties:

L contains the list L? of all tautologies; the list L? of tautologies is epistemically
closed. L is logically closed. L is coherent and complete. Note that the epistemic
closure of L? corresponds to the necessitation rule of modal logic, which is
present in all normal systems including S5 and T; here it corresponds to all
players knowing all tautologies.

The set of all possible worlds (all such lists of formulae) is Ω.

2.3.3.2 The canonical system

Given any world ω ∈ Ω, there is a set of formulae known by any player i to be
true at that world. Following Samet [21], call this set the ken of the agent at ω,
written here as

K•i (ω) := {f ∈ ω|kif ∈ ω}.
Then those other possible worlds ω′ ∈ Ω considered possible by an agent at

world ω are those worlds at which everything the agent knows at ω – everything
in the agent’s ken at ω – is true. Therefore I define a possibility relation ωpiω

′,
saying that at ω agent i considers ω′ possible:

ωpiω
′ iff K•i (ω) ⊆ ω′.

Then the set of worlds considered possible by the agent at ω,
Pi(ω), is just {ω′|ωpiω′}.
Note that given the choice of tautologies, the relation pi is reflexive (due to

(e)). It is not, however, transitive or symmetric (and therefore not an equiva-
lence relation, nor does it partition Ω). See section 2.4 of [11] for proofs of these
familiar correspondences between possibility relations between possible worlds
and modal logical axioms.

Then
C = (Ω,G, (K•i )i∈N )
is the canonical semantic knowledge system for the game G.

2.3.3.3 The formula-event correspondence

With the semantic knowledge system it is possible to reason about events, which
are subsets of Ω. An event is a set of worlds, corresponding to the formulae that
are true at every one of those worlds. This is now defined precisely. Upper-case
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letters will be used to denote events, while the corresponding lower-case letters
will continue to be used to denote formulae, for convenience. Sometimes an
event will also be denoted by square brackets, following Aumann [4].

For any formula f , define the semantic event F :
F := {ω ∈ Ω|f ∈ ω}.
∼ F denotes the complement of F relative to Ω, the set of worlds at which

f does not hold (and thus ¬f is true).
Note first of all that since f can be any formula, it could in particular be

a formula of the form kig, and so F could be an event KiG representing an
agent’s knowledge of some other event G. Also note that since the tautologies
are all true at all ω, if a formula t is a tautology, then the event T = Ω.

The formulae sxi remain to be interpreted; it was suggested earlier that they
correspond to strategies of player i; now it must be determined which formu-
lae correspond to which strategies. First, define the semantic event that some
generic strategy Sx

i is played as usual:
Sx
i := {ω ∈ Ω|sxi ∈ ω}.

Then let the function
si : {(Sx

i )1≤x≤|Si|} → Si

be a bijection; each event that some strategy is played by i is mapped to
exactly one of i’s strategies in the game, and all strategies are chosen in some
set of worlds. Denote by s(ω) the n-tuple of strategies chosen by the players at
ω. This will be abbreviated as s when it is not necessary to explicitly name ω.

2.4 A proof in T

2.4.1 The theorem

Aumann proved in [4] that in perfect information games if there is common
knowledge of rationality among players then the backward inductive outcome
is realized. Here is Aumann’s Theorem, in the notation of this paper. The
formal definitions of rationality (R), common knowledge of rationality (CR)
and backward induction (BI) will be set forth in the subsequent subsection.

Aumann’s Theorem (2.1). Let G be a perfect information game with
non-degenerate payoffs and K = (Ω, s, (Ki)i∈N ) be a knowledge system for G,
where Ω is a set of states taken as primitive, s is a function from states to
strategies for each player, and the Ki’s are partitions of the state space for each
player. It is assumed that si is measurable with respect to Ki. Then those worlds
ω at which there is common knowledge of rationality are a subset of those ω at
which the backward inductive outcome results.

Aumann’s Theorem is proved in a semantic knowledge system which takes
possible worlds as primitive. It also takes an S5 information partition for each
player as primitive. In this section, I will prove an analogue of Aumann’s The-
orem in the canonical semantic knowledge system developed above, which is
T-based and therefore non-partitional. This new theorem will be called T-A’s
Theorem.
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T-A’s Theorem (2.2). Let G be a game, S a syntax for the language L
given the game G and the alphabet X, and C the canonical semantic knowledge
system as defined above. Then where CR is the event that there is common
knowledge of rationality and BI is the event that the backward inductive strategy
is chosen by every player, CR ⊆ BI.

2.4.2 Prerequisite definitions and lemmas

2.4.2.1 Common knowledge

For a proposition to be common knowledge means that all players know it, all
know that all know it, all know this, and so on ad infinitum. In other words, a
proposition is common knowledge exactly when it is mutual knowledge at every
level n ∈ N. A common knowledge operator is not included in the language L in
part because it can be straightforwardly defined from mutual knowledge in the
semantic knowledge system; the event that a proposition is common knowledge
is the same event as that proposition being every level of mutual knowledge.

Recall that for any event F and level of mutual knowledge m, the event that
F is m’th level mutual knowledge is EmF , where

EmF := {ω ∈ Ω|emf ∈ ω}.
Then the event that F is common knowledge, CF , is defined by
CF :=

⋂
n∈N

EnF .

It is worth noting in passing that since every closed, coherent and complete
set of formulae of L (containing the tautologies, etc.) constitutes a possible world
ω, there will exist worlds where some event is common knowledge. Aumann
proves in [4] that the set of worlds in his state space Ω contains at least one in
which rationality is common knowledge.

2.4.2.2 Rationality

Rationality, like common knowledge, is not included in the language. To build
rationality into L would require including tautologies governing when it obtains,
which would unduly complicate the language. The event of a player i being
rational is the same as another event, the event that as far as i knows, at
all i’s decision nodes, i’s chosen action based on i’s strategy yields at least as
high of a conditional payoff as any other action that could be taken. Every
player’s full strategy is explicitly given for every possible world, and all relevant
propositions about the game itself (including strategy options and utilities) are
listed in each possible world; therefore, in the semantic knowledge system in
which syntactic strategy choices have been interpreted as actual strategies, the
conditional payoffs to each player at a given world for their actual strategy and
for deviations from it can be calculated. The set of worlds where the conditional
payoffs for each node for a player’s actual strategy are at least as high as the
conditional payoffs for any deviation from that strategy is an event. The event
that the player knows this event is the event that the player is rational. This
definition of rationality is given in Aumann [4].
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The conditional payoff to i at v given an n-tuple of strategies s ∈ ×j∈NSj is
written hvi (s); it is the payoff a player would receive if, starting at node v, the
players selected the given strategies si. The conditional payoff if i were to select
strategy ti instead is hvi (s; ti). The event that i’s conditional payoff at v would
be greater if i selected some strategy ti rather than the strategy si specified
by s is written [hvi (s; ti) > hvi (s)]; this is the set of worlds at which the actual
strategy choice is not the best, conditional on v. The event Rv

i that i is rational
at v, then, is the event that i does not know that this is the case:

Rv
i :=

⋂
ti∈Si

(∼ Ki[h
v
i (s; ti) > hvi (s)]).

i is rational, Ri, if i is rational at every node:
Ri :=

⋂
v∈Vi

Rv
i .

The event that all players are rational at all nodes is
R :=

⋂
i∈N

Ri.

2.4.2.3 Backward induction

The backward inductive outcome is defined as the outcome of the game when at
every decision node, the player to act at that node makes the backward inductive
choice. The inductive choice is the choice that would result in the highest payoff
to the chooser given that all players at all subsequent nodes would also make the
inductive choice. This bottoms out in the last possible decision node of the game,
since the inductive choice at the last node is trivially just the choice that yields
the highest payoff for the acting player. Since our game is a perfect information
game, the player to move at the last node knows exactly what payoffs will result
from each possible action, and furthermore these payoffs must be different for
each action as part of our specification of the game. Therefore there will be a
single choice at the last node of the game which maximizes the payoff to the
acting player, and this is the unique inductive choice at that node. Given this,
the inductive choice at all previous nodes is also determined. Following Aumann,
I call the backward inductive choice (at a given decision node v) bv. The event
that the inductive choice is made at v is [sv = bv]. The outcome of the game
that results from all players choosing strategies that make the inductive choice
at all nodes is referred to as BI:

BI :=
⋂

v∈V
[sv = bv].

The event [sv = bv] for some v will therefore sometimes be written as BIv.

2.4.3 Prerequisite lemmas

2.4.3.1 The lemmas

The following lemmas 2.3-2.10 will be used in the proof; they are numbered
so as to reflect the numbering in [4]. 2.4-2.7, 2.9 and 2.10 are taken directly
from [4], as they are not affected by the change from S5 to T. Lemma 2.8∗ is
a modification of Aumann’s original Lemma 8: Ki ∼ KiE =∼ KiE, which no
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longer holds in our system, as it corresponds to the axiom 5 of S5. The new
Lemma 2.8* is trivially an instance of Lemma 2.9, but it is included because it is
used in the proof and the change makes clear an important difference between
Aumann’s system and the current one. Lemma 2.3 is new; it is needed here
because the original Lemma 8 does not hold in the present system. It says that
although it does not hold in general for events E that Ki ∼ KiE =∼ KiE, it
does hold for the particular event BI; an agent i knows that they do not know
that they make the backward inductive choice whenever they do not know that
they make it, even though negative introspection does not obtain in T. Corollary
2.11 is also new; it is used in proving the lemmas.

Lemma 2.3. Ki ∼ KiBIi =∼ KiBIi
Lemma 2.4. CF = KiCF
Lemma 2.5. If G ⊆ F then KiG ⊆ KiF
Lemma 2.6. KiG ∩KiF = Ki(G ∩ F )
Lemma 2.7. CF ⊆ F
Lemma 2.8*. Ki ∼ KiF ⊆∼ KiF
Lemma 2.9. KiG ⊆ G
Lemma 2.10. BIv ⊆ KiBI

v for all nodes v of player i.
Corollary 2.11. For any |X| ∈ N, where X is any index set,⋂

x∈X
KiFx = Ki

⋂
x∈X

Fx.

It should be noted that the lemmas are essential to the proof and, unlike
the proof of the theorem, the proofs of the lemmas in the current T system are
substantially different from (and less automatic than) the proofs Aumann would
have given for his system; Aumann himself shows only the proof of Lemma 10
in [4].

2.4.3.2 Proofs of the lemmas

Lemma 2.9. KiG ⊆ G

Proof. KiG = {ω|kig ∈ ω} = {ω|(kig) ∧ (kig → g) ∈ ω}, since kig → g is a
tautology and is therefore in all ω. Then since each ω is a list closed under
modus ponens, {ω|(kig) ∧ (kig → g) ∈ ω} =
{ω|(kig) ∧ (kig → g) ∧ (g) ∈ ω} ⊆ {ω|g ∈ ω} = G.

Lemma 2.8*. Ki ∼ KiF ⊆∼ KiF

Proof. By Lemma 2.9, with G =∼ KiF .

Lemma 2.7. CF ⊆ F

Proof. CF =
⋂

n∈N
EnF =

⋂
n∈N
{ω|enf ∈ ω}. From tautologies (k), (l) and (e)

another tautology, enf → f , is derivable, and this fact in conjunction with
the closure of the ω’s under modus ponens yields that

⋂
n∈N
{ω|enf ∈ ω} =⋂

n∈N
{ω|(enf) ∧ (enf → f) ∧ (f) ∈ ω} ⊆ ⋂

n∈N
{ω|f ∈ ω} = {ω|f ∈ ω} = F .
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Lemma 2.6. KiG ∩KiF = Ki(G ∩ F )

Proof. KiG ∩KiF = {ω|kig ∈ ω} ∩ {ω|kif ∈ ω}. g → (f → (g ∧ f)) ∈ ω for
all ω, since it is a propositional tautology, and since the set of tautologies is
epistemically closed, also ki(g → (f → (g ∧ f))) ∈ ω for all ω. By tautology
(f), then, kig → ki(f → (g ∧ f)) ∈ ω for all ω, and by propositional logic and
(f) again, also for all ω, kig → (kif → ki(g ∧ f)) ∈ ω. Then KiG ∩ KiF =
{ω|kig∧ kif ∈ ω} = {ω|(kig∧ kif)∧ (kig → (kif → ki(g∧ f))) ∈ ω} , and since
all ω are logically closed, this is equal to {ω|kig ∧ f ∈ ω}= Ki(G ∩ F ).

The following corollary to Lemma 2.6 is needed for the proof of Lemma 2.4:

Corollary 2.11. For any |X| ∈ N, where X is any index set,⋂
x∈X

KiFx = Ki

⋂
x∈X

Fx.

Proof. By induction on |X|. For the base case, Lemma 2.6 shows that when
|X| = 2,

⋂
x∈X

KiFx = Ki

⋂
x∈X

Fx since KiG1∩KiG2 = Ki(G1∩G2). Now suppose

that for some |X| = k,
⋂

x∈X
KiFx = Ki

⋂
x∈X

Fx. It remains to be show that the

equality
⋂

y∈X?

KiFy = Ki

⋂
y∈X?

Fy holds for X? = X ∪ {z}, where |X?| = k + 1.⋂
y∈X?

KiFy = (
⋂

x∈X
KiFx)∩(KiFz). By the induction hypothesis, this is equal

to (Ki(
⋂

x∈X
Fx)) ∩KiFz. Since this reduces the problem to the base case, this

is equal to Ki((
⋂

x∈X
Fx) ∩ (Fz)) = Ki

⋂
y∈X?

Fy. Then for any |X|, ⋂
x∈X

KiFx =

Ki

⋂
x∈X

Fx.

Lemma 2.4. CF = KiCF

Proof. By Lemma 2.9, KiCF ⊆ CF .
For the other inclusion: CF =

⋂
n∈N

EnF =
⋂

n∈N
{ω|enf ∈ ω}. By the

tautology (n), this is equal to
⋂

n∈N
{ω| ∧

i∈N
kie

n−1f ∈ ω}= ⋂
i∈N

⋂
n∈N

KiE
n−1F ⊆⋂

n∈N
KiE

n−1F . By Corollary 2.11, this is equal to Ki

⋂
n∈N

En−1F . Since |N|−1 =

|N|, ⋂
n∈N

En−1F =
⋂

n∈N
EnF . Therefore Ki

⋂
n∈N

En−1F = Ki

⋂
n∈N

EnF = KiCF .

Then CF ⊆ KiCF .
It follows that CF = KiCF .

Lemma 2.5. If G ⊆ F then KiG ⊆ KiF

Proof. If G ⊆ F then {ω|g ∈ ω} ⊆ {ω|f ∈ ω}. Then g ∈ ω implies f ∈ ω,
and so g → f ∈ ω for all ω since the ω are complete and coherent. Then
{ω|g → f ∈ ω} = Ω, so g → f is a tautology. Since the tautologies are
epistemically closed, then {ω|ki(g → f) ∈ ω} = Ω. Then by tautology (f), the
distribution axiom, {ω|kig → kif ∈ ω} = Ω, so KiG ⊆ KiF .
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Lemma 2.10. BIv ⊆ KiBI
v for all nodes v of player i.

Proof. Suppose that for any node v, player i is to act at v. Then the event that
i makes the backward inductive choice at v, BIv = [svi = bv]. Call Bi ⊆ Si the
subset of i’s strategies at which svi = bv. Then the event that svi = bv is the set of
worlds at which a strategy ti ∈ Bi is chosen. So where si : {(Sx

i )1≤x≤|Si|} → Si is

the function from strategy choice-events to strategies, [svi = bv] =
⋃

ti∈Bi

s−1i (ti).

Each s−1i (ti) = Sz
i for some 1 ≤ z ≤ |Si|, where Sz

i = {ω|szi ∈ ω}. Then
by tautologies (e) and (h) and the fact that each ω is logically closed, Sz

i =
{ω|szi ∧ szi ↔ kis

z
i ∈ ω} = {ω|kiszi ∈ ω}. Therefore Sz

i = KiS
z
i . Since each Sz

i

is an event that i’s strategy makes the backward inductive choice at the node
v, Sz

i ⊆ BIv. Then by Lemma 2.5, since Sz
i = KiS

z
i , KiS

z
i ⊆ KiBI

v for all z.
Therefore BIv =

⋃
z

Sz
i =

⋃
z
KiS

z
i ⊆ KiBI

v (where z = {r|s−1i (ti) = Sr
i for some

ti ∈ Bi}). Then BIv ⊆ KiBI
v for all nodes v of each player i.

Lemma 2.3. Ki ∼ KiBIi =∼ KiBIi

Proof. First, by Lemma 2.9, Ki ∼ KiBIi ⊆∼ KiBIi.
To show that ∼ KiBIi ⊆ Ki ∼ KiBIi:
By the tautology (i), for 1 ≤ x ≤ |Si|,

∨
x

sxi . Then for 1 ≤ b ≤ |Si|, ¬sbi →∨
x 6=b

sxi . By tautology (g), then ¬sbi →
∨
x 6=b

kis
x
i .

By tautology (h), the uniqueness of strategies, it is also the case that
∨
x6=b

sxi →

¬sbi . Since the list of tautologies is epistemically closed, it is also a tautology
that ki(

∨
x 6=b

sxi → ¬sbi ). It is an instance of tautology (f) that ki(
∨
x6=b

sxi → ¬sbi )→

((ki
∨
x 6=b

sxi )→ (ki¬sbi )), so by modus ponens, (ki
∨
x 6=b

sxi )→ (ki¬sbi ).

It is the case that
∨
x 6=b

kis
x
i → ki

∨
x 6=b

sxi , since
∨
x 6=b

kis
x
i → kis

z
i for some z 6= b,

and kis
z
i → ki

∨
x6=b

sxi , as the list of tautologies is epistemically closed. Then

recalling the facts established above, that ¬sbi →
∨
x 6=b

kis
x
i and ki

∨
x6=b

sxi → ki¬sbi ),

it follows that ¬sbi → ki¬sbi .
To show from this the semantic fact that ∼ BIi ⊆ Ki ∼ BIi, the syntactic

strategies must be interpreted via the si function. Call ti ∈ Si the backward
inductive strategy for i. then where si : {(Sx

i )1≤x≤|Si|} → Si, define si(s
b
i ) = ti.

Since then [sbi ] = BIi, ∼ BIi ⊆ Ki ∼ BIi.
By lemmas 2.9 and 2.10, BIv = KiBI

v for all nodes v of a player i, it follows
by substitution that ∼ KiBIi ⊆ Ki ∼ KiBIi.

Therefore Ki ∼ KiBIi =∼ KiBIi.
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2.4.4 The proof

The proof of T-A’s Theorem is nearly identical to the proof of Aumann’s The-
orem, given the above lemmas. The most important difference is near the end
and is noted where it occurs.

T-A’s Theorem (2.2): Let G be a perfect information game, S a syntax
for the language L given the game G and the alphabet X, and C the canonical
semantic knowledge system as defined above. Then CR ⊆ BI.

Proof. First I show that for all nodes v, CR ⊆ BIv. Assume therefore that for
some v it is the case that for all w > v, CR ⊆ BIw. Let i be the player to act at
the node v. By assumption CR ⊆ BIw, and so by Lemma 2.5, KiCR ⊆ KiBI

w.
Since by Lemma 2.4, CR = KiCR, it follows that CR ⊆ KiBI

w, still for
all w > v, so CR ⊆ ⋂

w>v
KiBI

w. By the definition of BIw and Lemma 2.6,⋂
w>v

KiBI
w =

⋂
w>v

Ki[s
w = bw] = Ki

⋂
w>v

[sw = bw] = Ki[s
>v = b>v]. Therefore,

CR ⊆ Ki[s
>v = b>v].

By Lemma 2.7 and the definitions of R and Ri,
CR ⊆ R ⊆ Ri ⊆∼ Ki[h

v
i (s; bi) > hvi (s)].

Using Lemma 2.6 again, it holds that Ki[s
>v = b>v]∩Ki[h

v
i (s; bi) > hvi (s)] =

Ki[(s
>v = b>v) ∧ (hvi (s; bi) > hvi (s))] . Then consider the second conjunct,

(hvi (s; bi) > hvi (s)). This means that i’s conditional payoff is greater if i plays
the backward inductive move at and after node v than if i instead played the
move specified by the strategy profile s. Recall that the backward inductive
strategy choices are known to be made at all w > v (this is the first conjunct),
and so if player i switches to the strategy bi at v then the strategy profile is
just b. The second conjunct, then, says that i’s conditional payoff for nodes
at and after v is better if everyone (i included) plays the backward inductive
strategy than if everyone else plays that strategy but i instead plays the strategy
given by s at v. But this means that (hvi (s; bi) > hvi (s)) = (hvi (b) > hvi (b; sv)).
Given this, by substitution Ki[(s

>v = b>v) ∧ (hvi (s; bi) > hvi (s))] = Ki[(s
>v =

b>v) ∧ (hvi (b) > hvi (b; sv))].
Then by Lemma 2.6 once again, this is also equal to Ki[s

>v = b>v]∩Ki[h
v
i (b) >

hvi (b; sv)]).
Given the above equality, Ki[s

>v = b>v]∩ ∼ Ki[h
v
i (s; bi) > hvi (s)]

= Ki[s
>v = b>v]∩ ∼ Ki[h

v
i (b) > hvi (b; sv)]. Therefore since

CR ⊆ Ki[s
>v = b>v]∩ ∼ Ki[h

v
i (s; bi) > hvi (s)], also

CR ⊆ Ki[s
>v = b>v]∩ ∼ Ki[h

v
i (b) > hvi (b; sv)], and so

CR ⊆∼ Ki[h
v
i (b) > hvi (b; sv)]. Since b is defined so that bv is optimal given b>v,

∼ Ki[h
v
i (b) > hvi (b; sv)] =∼ Ki[s

v 6= bv]. By definition, ∼ Ki[s
v 6= bv] =∼ Ki ∼

BIv , and ∼ Ki ∼ BIv =∼ Ki ∼ KiBI
v by Lemma 2.10. Thus CR ⊆∼ Ki ∼

KiBI
v for all nodes v of player i.

Now the proof diverges from Aumann’s, in that his proof here employed his
Lemma 8 (axiom 5 of S5) whereas I require Lemma 2.3:

By Lemma 2.3, Ki ∼ KiBIi =∼ KiBIi, and since BIi means that BIv for
all nodes v of player i, also Ki ∼ KiBI

v =∼ KiBI
v for all nodes v of player i.
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Therefore also ∼ Ki ∼ KiBI
v =∼∼ KiBI

v = KiBI
v. Therefore CR ⊆ KiBI

v.
By lemmas 2.9 and 2.10, KiBI

v = BIv, and so CR ⊆ BIv. Since this is true
for all nodes v, CR ⊆ BI.

2.5 Conclusion

The above proves that Aumann’s Theorem does not require a strong S5 defini-
tion of knowledge; common knowledge of rationality implies backward induction
in perfect information games in systems with weaker definitions of knowledge.
This local finding increases the support for the claim that common knowledge of
rationality implies backward induction in general, and not just when special as-
sumptions are made, such as that knowledge has an S5 structure. By bringing us
closer to a verdict on the conditions for backward induction, this chapter brings
us closer to the kind of understanding needed to settle problems such as the it-
erated prisoner’s dilemma in the state of nature. The next chapter will continue
along this path by pointing out a noteworthy problem with Stalnaker’s forceful
criticism of common belief in rationality as sufficient for backward induction.

The system I have constructed in this chapter is based on T, which has the
advantage compared to S5 of incorporating fewer assumptions about players’
knowledge (it lacks the introspection axioms). There are still weaker systems of
modal logic which would make fewer assumptions about knowledge, but some
of these systems would in fact assume too little about knowledge and are not
suitable for defining it. Systems that do not include the axiom T, which in the
context of knowledge says that if an agent knows something, then it is true,
cannot properly be used to define knowledge; truth is a central feature distin-
guishing belief in a proposition from knowledge of it. On the other hand, systems
of modal logic retaining the axiom T but eliminating logical omniscience would
be appropriate for defining knowledge, and such systems have the advantage of
incorporating still fewer assumptions about knowledge than does T.

The reader interested in the connection between axioms of modal logic and
the semantic knowledge systems employed by Aumann and others may find
useful a recent paper by Samet, S5 Knowledge Without Partitions [22]. In this
paper, Samet makes the surprising observation that having an S5-based knowl-
edge operator does not entail a partitional structure of the state space unless
the knowledge operator is defined for all subsets of possible worlds or the state
space is finite. If the knowledge operator partitions the state space, however,
then it must obey the axioms of S5. Also of interest is Michael Bacharach’s Some
extensions of a claim of Aumann in an axiomatic model of knowledge [8], which
contains some philosophical discussion about the universality in economics of
the assumption that agents have information partitions and the justification (or
lack thereof) for employing strong epistemic models incorporating such assump-
tions.



Chapter 3

Stalnaker

3.1 Introduction

It was shown in the previous chapter that if an Aumann-style framework is used,
it is provable that if rationality is common knowledge among the players of a
perfect information game then the backward inductive outcome will be realized.
It was shown that this is the case not only for strong S5-based frameworks but
for weaker frameworks based on S4 or T as well. While Aumann’s framework
represents the knowledge that the players have, it is worthwhile to investigate
whether Aumann’s result still holds when there is common belief in rational-
ity instead of common knowledge. Knowledge and belief, though related, have
important differences; some of these differences amount to limitations of rep-
resenting knowledge instead of belief, so it is important to firstly take note of
the differences and secondly demonstrate that whether common knowledge or
common belief in rationality is represented does not make a difference to the
realization of the backward inductive outcome in the games under consideration.

Knowledge is commonly defined as (at minimum) justified true belief, draw-
ing attention to the most prominent difference between knowledge and belief,
which is that knowledge must be true while beliefs can be false. In a typical game
situation in which players are reasoning about what their opponents are thinking
and planning to do, it is clear that players may think that they know something
when in fact they only believe it, because it is false. Thus, since instances of
knowledge are a subset of instances of belief, occurring more rarely, representing
players’ beliefs may enable more of their thoughts to be represented. In The
power of paradox: some recent developments in interactive epistemology, Adam
Brandenburger expresses the view that knowledge on its own is inadequate to
fully represent the relevant thoughts of players in games: “Philosophically, the
overall view is that only observables are knowable. Unobservables are subject
to belief, not knowledge” [9]. The idea is that while it is appropriate to say
that players know certain things during the course of a game, for instance that
previous players have made certain public moves, it is not appropriate to say

21
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that players have common knowledge of rationality or knowledge of anything
that can’t be directly witnessed. Knowledge must be certain, and Branden-
burger appears to think that in general it is not possible to be certain about
those phenomenon about which people must guess for lack of direct evidence,
for example the mental states and processes of others. Players can think that
they all believe each other to be rational, but they cannot properly know it.
The evidence they consider might justify other beliefs, or it might lead them to
beliefs that are false. Even if a player makes countless moves compatible with
rationality, other players cannot be certain that those rational moves are due to
rational mental processes as those processes are not observable; since the beliefs
fall shy of certainty, the players cannot know that the other player is rational
no matter how strongly and reasonably they believe it.

Even granting that players can truly have knowledge of their opponents’ ra-
tionality, there have been challenges to Aumann’s knowledge-based approach on
the grounds that Aumann’s framework is unable to explicitly represent the kind
of strategic thinking through which rational agents make decisions in dynamic
game situations. Specifically, for a rational agent to make a decision, that agent
must reason hypothetically, determining what will happen later in the game
given their choice of action and what would have happened if other choices had
been made. Aumann acknowledges the importance of “counterfactual condi-
tionals” in On the Centipede Game: “It is assumed common knowledge that
each player i would act rationally at each of his vertices v, even when i knows
that v will not be reached” [7]. Aumann takes account of this in his concept of
substantive rationality; an agent is substantively rational if they not only act
rationally at all actually reached nodes of a game, but if they also would have
acted rationally at all other nodes of the game, had those nodes been reached
instead [7].

Samet [20], Stalnaker [23], and others [1], [14], however, dispute the claim
that Aumann has successfully captured counterfactual thinking in his frame-
work, and in doing so they dispute the adequacy of a representation of knowl-
edge, at least as carried out by Aumann, for representing strategic thinking
in games. On one side, Samet argues that although knowledge may be the
appropriate phenomenon to represent in a framework for analyzing games, Au-
mann’s “standard framework” consisting of a state space of possible worlds with
a knowledge operator defined via a partition of those worlds for each player is
not adequate to the task. Samet [20] proposes an extended framework which
includes hypothetical knowledge operators in addition to standard knowledge
operators; these hypothetical knowledge operators explicitly capture the knowl-
edge that players would have in hypothetical situations, and this knowledge is
used to determine the optimal course of action for rational players. Samet argues
that these operators are necessary because if it is not made perfectly explicit
what players would know in hypothetical situations, for instance if an opponent
made a certain move, then the players’ reasoning processes as to what they
would do in such a case and why is hidden within the framework; if players’ rea-
soning processes are opaque, then there may be assumptions incorporated which
we are not aware of. This is problematic because at best it makes it difficult
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to understand the workings of the framework while at worst it allows undesir-
able or unjustified assumptions to color the theorems proved in the framework
unbeknownst to its employers.

Stalnaker, on the other hand, solves the problem of representing strategic
thinking by representing belief instead of knowledge [23]. He argues that Au-
mann only incorporates the all-important counterfactuals in the definition of
substantive rationality, and that this is insufficient to determine what an agent
would know (or would hypothesize knowing) at nodes in a game that are not
expected to be reached. The difficulty with representing knowledge to begin
with is that everything an agent knows must be true, so it is difficult to make
sense of knowledge changing over the course of a dynamic game. Everything
known before the game starts must continue to be known at every later stage
in the game, after every move. If agents cannot be wrong, then they cannot be
surprised when something unexpected happens during the course of the game,
nor can they then change their minds so that their new knowledge reflects the
new information. As an example, imagine that two players are about to play
a very simple common interest game, in which players take turns saying ei-
ther “yellow” or “green,” and each player has two turns. The players each get
x dollars at the end, where x is the number of times that either player said
“green.” Suppose that this game is represented in Aumann’s framework, and
at the start of play, it is hypothesized that there is common knowledge of ra-
tionality. Thus both players know that the other will say “green” each turn. If
the first player instead says “yellow” on their first turn, what does the second
player now know? How can we make sense of the fact that the players initially
had knowledge which now seems to be false? Before the start of play, what
does the second player hypothesize knowing in the event that the first player
makes such a strange move? Stalnaker argues that by representing belief (which
can be false) instead of knowledge, and defining explicitly how beliefs change in
response to new information, these questions cease to be problematic.

Similarly, Stalnaker argues that Aumann’s argument conceals the assump-
tion that no information learned during the course of play can cause players
to change their beliefs, and in particular therefore players cannot change their
beliefs about their opponents’ rationality no matter what has happened during
the game. All reasoning in Aumann’s framework takes place before the start
of play, when players consider what they would do at each of their nodes, if it
were reached. Since the players are substantively rational, they by definition
make the rational choice for each of those nodes, but according to Stalnaker the
way of determining the rational choice at a node does not properly take into
account the way an agent’s information at that node (notably the fact of its
actually being reached) would affect what the agent would know at that node.
Specifically, the determination of the rational action at each node assumes that
beliefs (or knowledge) have not changed upon reaching that node aside from the
fact of the node’s being reached. This is a problem because over the course of
dynamic games, previous play by an opponent often causes (and ought to cause)
players to change their beliefs about that opponent. Thus Stalnaker claims that
Aumann’s framework is in need of an explicit representation of belief revision
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policies (or their knowledge-based equivalent) for players who find themselves
in a surprising situation during the course of a dynamic game, and even for
players selecting strategies at the beginning of the game who consider that they
would be surprised and need to alter their beliefs if their opponent took certain
actions. It is exactly this explicit representation which Stalnaker imports into
his own framework in the form of the AGM theory of belief revision [23].

Stalnaker’s framework for representing players’ beliefs in game situations is
to be the focus of this chapter; in particular, the goal will be to show that
Aumann’s result does in fact still hold in the kind of framework sought after by
Stalnaker, despite Stalnaker’s own denial of that claim. Stalnaker’s framework
combines a representation of players’ beliefs with their policies for how they
would revise those beliefs if they were to learn some surprising information
during the course of a game [23]. Stalnaker argues that philosophers should not
specify a single way in which all agents respond to surprising information, as
various belief revision policies could be rationally employed as long as the agents’
belief revision functions satisfy the constraints of the authoritative AGM theory
of belief revision. AGM is a theory of how rational agents change their beliefs as
they learn new information, general enough to be easily imported into a variety
of situations, such as the game situations of interest to Stalnaker. (See chapter
3 of Hans van Ditmarsch, Wiebe van der Hoek and Barteld Kooi’s Dynamic
Epistemic Logic [24] for an introduction to AGM theory of belief revision in
the context of the epistemic logic employed in this thesis.) Therefore, Stalnaker
claims that requiring players’ beliefs in the rationality of their opponents to be
robust (retained whenever logically possible), requiring that they treat moves
by multiple opponents as epistemically independent (not epistemically relevant
to one another), or any other specific constraint on belief revision beyond what
AGM requires cannot be justified in general. As a consequence of this, since
players who initially have common belief in rationality need not continue to
have such a belief after learning something surprising, Stalnaker shows that
common belief in rationality need not entail the backward inductive outcome in
perfect information games. This result, of course, is contrary to that of Aumann
[4]; in fact, Stalnaker’s proof idea is characteristic of the negative side in the
debate over whether common belief or knowledge of rationality entails backward
induction.

Belief-based frameworks avoid a problem that is present in at least the stan-
dard Aumann-style frameworks representing knowledge, as such frameworks
handle information change during dynamic games in a sophisticated manner.
It is therefore important to test theorems such as the backward induction theo-
rem focused on here in belief-based frameworks so that we can be sure that they
do not depend on any peculiarities of dealing with knowledge or on a hidden
assumption about belief change during dynamic games. Hence the aim in this
chapter is to prove, within Stalnaker’s framework, that an additional justified
and sensible constraint on how players revise their beliefs enables the result
that rationality and common belief in rationality do indeed jointly entail that
the backward inductive outcome is realized. In the specific case of common
belief in rationality, which is the intersection of an infinite number of levels of
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mutual belief in rationality, this constraint says that if, for instance, a player
learns that there cannot be tenth level mutual belief in rationality but that ninth
level mutual belief is still possible, the player makes a conservative change to
their belief system and revises their beliefs so as still to believe that there is
ninth level mutual belief in rationality. The constraint requires, similarly, that
if there is initial mutual belief in a proposition at some level, and this belief is
contradicted, the players make the most conservative possible change to their
belief sets, retaining as much mutual belief in the proposition as is logically pos-
sible. This constraint is not only intuitive, it can be proved to follow from AGM
using Grove’s sphere-based modeling of belief revision [13]. Thus although the
constraint is initially proposed here as an additional axiom of AGM, it need
not be taken on intuition alone. When this constraint is added to Stalnaker’s
framework, the belief-based counterpart of Aumann’s Theorem can be proved,
and the results delivered by the two frameworks become consonant.

3.2 Stalnaker’s framework

3.2.1 The basic framework

Stalnaker’s framework gives models of strategic form games that are intended
to capture all of the strategic thinking that occurs in extensive form games. A
game Γ is defined as Γ =< N,< Ci, ui >i∈N>, where N is a set of agents,
the players in the game; Ci is a set of strategies for each player i; and ui is
a utility function for player i defined on the strategies for each player, so for
the two player case player i’s utility function might be ui : Ci × Cj → N
for i 6= j and utilities represented by natural numbers. A model for a game
Γ is then < W,a, < Si, Qi, Pi >i∈N>, which contains the relevant epistemic
information about the game situation. W is a set of possible worlds, which are
taken as primitive; a ∈W is the actual world; Si is the player i’s strategy choice
function, Si : W → Ci; Qi is a reflexive, transitive, and weakly connected binary
relation between worlds which are subjectively indistinguishable to player i; Pi

for each i is an additive measure function on subsets of W that assigns non-
zero weight to every w ∈ W . These weights determine which worlds the agent
considers to be most likely the actual world, with higher weights indicating
greater probability. Stalnaker defines a transitive, serial, and Euclidean binary
relation Ri between worlds for each player i, such that xRiy obtains when
world y is compatible with i’s beliefs in x. The partial belief function, Pi,x is
defined on {y : xRiy}, and gives player i’s beliefs at the world x, specifically
the probability i places on a proposition φ being true at the worlds y considered
possible at x: Pi,x(φ) = Pi(φ ∩ y : xRiy)/Pi(y : xRiy). The Ri relation is
also used to define subjective indistinguishability of worlds from the perspective
of player i, where those worlds which are subjectively indistinguishable would
be those in the same element of an agent’s partition of worlds if one were to
define a partition structure; here, subjective indistinguishability of worlds x and
y from the perspective of player i (x ≈i y) obtains iff ∀z(xRiz ↔ yRiz). The
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Qi relations hold only between subjectively indistinguishable worlds: x ≈i y
iff xQiy or yQix. Furthermore, xRiy iff ∀z(z ≈i x → zQiy). Intuitively, the
Qi relations order subjectively indistinguishable worlds by epistemic priority for
each player.

3.2.2 A simple example

A simple example illustrates how this framework is implemented; take a simpli-
fied version of a game used by Stalnaker himself in his paper:

A B

D

R

d

r

2,2 1,1

3,3

Or in normal form:

A

B

2,2 2,2

1,1 3,3

D

R

d r

The procedure of the players in Stalnaker’s system is to use the extensive
form representation of the game for the purpose of analysis, and then select a
normal form strategy on the basis of that analysis. Let Γ be the game above.
Then Γ =< N,< Ci, ui >i∈N>, where N = {A,B}, CA = {D,R}, CB = {d, r},
ui : (D, d) → 2, ui : (D, r) → 2, ui : (R, d) → 1, and ui : (R, r) → 3. The
players have the same utility function, as their payoffs coincide no matter the
outcome.

The model for Γ, M , will be a simple one in which the players have no partic-
ular beliefs about what the other player will do; each treats all strategy choices of
their opponent as equally likely. Then where M =< W,a, < Si, Qi, Pi >i∈N>,
W = {w1, w2,w3, w4} so that each possible world in the state space represents
one of the possible outcomes of the game given in the normal form. Suppose that
a = w4. So that each world has the desired features, let SA(w1) = SA(w2) = D,
SA(w3) = SA(w4) = R, SB(w1) = SB(w3) = d, and SB(w2) = SB(w4) = r.
Suppose that the players have no beliefs about their opponent; then each player’s
beliefs only differ between worlds based on what they believe their own strategy
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to be. So, since the Ri relation will be reflexive, for all i and all x such that wx ∈
W , wxRiwx. Also, w1RAw2, w2RAw1, w3RAw4, w4RAw3, w1RBw3, w3RBw1,
w2RBw4, and w4RBw2. Then the ≈i relation is defined in the expected way,
so that it holds between w1and w2, as well as w3 and w4 for A, w1 and w3, as
well as w2 and w4 for B, and for each player each world is subjectively indistin-
guishable from itself. Then the Qi relation, which provides an epistemic priority
ordering between subjectively indistinguishable worlds, is such that for all i, if
two worlds wx and wy are such that wx ≈i wy, then both wxQiwy and wyQiwx;
i.e. among subjectively indistinguishable worlds in our game, none has epistemic
priority over another. In keeping with this, player A in the actual world w4 as-
signs equal weight p to w3 and w4, so PA({w3}) = PA({w4}) = p; both players
weight all subjectively indistinguishable worlds equally. Then, as expected, the
Pix partial belief functions verify that each player considers each of their op-
ponents’ strategy choices to be equally likely. For example, consider player A’s
partial belief at world w4 in the proposition that player B will choose strategy
r. Using Stalnaker’s formula, PA w4

(r) = PA(r ∩ y : w4RAy)/PA(y : w4RAy).
So PA w4

(r) = PA({w4})/PA({w3, w4}) = p/2p = 1/2. Thus, as expected, A’s
partial belief in B’s playing r at w4 is 1/2.

3.2.3 Adding belief revision to the framework

Stalnaker also characterizes a belief revision function in terms of the priority
relations Qi. Each agent has their own belief revision function and beliefs,
although it is possible to consider cases where players’ beliefs and belief revision
functions coincide, as when the agents have common beliefs; in fact, we will
consider such a case later on. The belief revision function is required to satisfy
the conditions of the AGM theory of belief revision. Stalnaker specifies this
through four conditions, given a prior belief set B (the set of worlds an agent
initially considers possible) and a superset B′ of B containing all of the worlds
compatible with anything an agent might learn given their prior beliefs B. A
belief revision function, then, maps propositions φ that might be learned by an
agent to subsets of B′. The propositions are themselves sets of possible worlds,
just as are the belief sets. The minimum conditions on such a function are as
follows, where B(φ) is the agent’s new belief set on learning φ and assimilating
it with B:

(1) B(φ) ⊆ φ
(2) If B ∩ φ is nonempty, then B(φ) = B ∩ φ
(3) If φ is nonempty, then so is B(φ)
(4) If B(φ) ∩ ψ is nonempty, then B(φ ∩ ψ) = B(φ) ∩ ψ
Axiom (1) says that an agent’s belief set upon learning some proposition φ is

a subset of that proposition, meaning that once an agent learns something they
only consider possible worlds in which that proposition is true. For example,
imagine that an agent originally considered possible a set of worlds. In all of
these worlds, the agent’s bicycle is outside in the driveway. Then, suppose that
the agent goes outside only to discover that the bicycle is not there; the agent
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learns the proposition that the bicycle is not in the driveway. Axiom (1) says
that upon learning this new proposition, the agent can only consider possible
worlds within the set of those at which the bike is indeed not in the driveway.
This axiom does not specify which particular worlds the agent now believes
to be actual; the agent is free to believe that the bike was stolen or that it
is simply sitting in the garage. The axiom does, however, prohibit the agent
from considering possible any worlds in which the bicycle is in the driveway,
since the agent has learned that proposition to be false. The diagram below
offers a pictorial representation of this axiom. The idea of using spheres to
represent belief change is due to Grove [13], and this work will be discussed in
more detail later on. The relevant features of the diagram at present are the
outermost sphere, the innermost sphere, and the smaller circle labelled “φ.” The
latter circle is not a sphere in the sense of Grove; its shape was chosen merely
for its simplicity. The outermost sphere, labelled “B’,” contains all the worlds
compatible with anything the agent could learn, while the inner sphere contains
the set B, the agent’s prior belief set. The smaller circle is the proposition φ, in
this case those worlds in which the bike is not in the driveway. Axiom 1 says,
pictorially, that the agent’s new belief set can only contain worlds within that
smaller circle, the proposition φ.

B φ

B’

Axiom (2) says that if an agent already considers possible some worlds in
which φ is true, then learning φ is the same as the agent restricting their belief
set to those worlds where in fact φ is true. An agent simply rules out contrary
worlds upon learning a proposition where possible. To return to our example,
suppose that the agent who learned that the bike is not in the driveway already
considered that possible; maybe the agent is absent-minded and wasn’t sure to
begin with whether they had parked the bike in the driveway or the garage, so
their prior belief set contained some worlds at which each of those possibilities
were true. Then Axiom (2) says that the agent’s new belief set includes (and
only includes) those worlds in the prior belief set at which the bike is in fact not
in the driveway (perhaps because it was parked in the garage). The diagram
below illustrates this; the agent’s new belief set is the darkened intersection of
the prior belief set and the proposition learned.
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B
φ

B’

Axiom (3) says that if the proposition learned is not self-contradictory (and
therefore possible), then the agent is able to form a new belief set, considering
some set of worlds to be possible after learning the proposition. The diagram
below illustrates this; since the learned proposition φ is a set of worlds (a subset
of B′), the agent can use Axiom (2) to form a new belief set. The proposition φ
might be those worlds at which the bicycle was rained on the night before. If,
alternatively, the agent were to somehow learn a proposition φ′, that the bicycle
both did and did not get rained on the previous night, then the agent would
learn something that is true at no possible worlds. In that case, the agent may
not be able to form a new, non-empty belief set B(φ′).

B

φ 6= ∅

B’

The last axiom, (4), says that if an agent could learn φ and then learn ψ
just by constricting their belief set in accordance with (2), i.e. if φ and ψ are
compatible propositions, then learning φ and then ψ results in the same belief
set as learning them both at once. For example, perhaps our agent learns φ,
that the bicycle is in fact in the driveway, and then ψ, that the bike was rained
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on the night before. As the diagram below shows, since after learning φ the
agent already considered some ψ- worlds possible, learning the propositions in
two steps results in the same belief set as learning them together.

B
φ
φ ∩ ψ

B’

These axioms, Stalnaker argues, embody exactly what rationality requires
of agents when they revise their beliefs.

Given any belief revision function satisfying these constraints, we can define
an agent’s relation Qi in terms of it: xQiy iff y ∈ B({x, y}). Then for any
proposition φ that may be learned, B(φ) = {y ∈ φ : for all x ∈ φ, xQiy}. So,
if a proposition φ is learned, the agent revises their beliefs so that the new
set of beliefs is represented by those φ-worlds which have the highest epistemic
priority.

3.3 Rationality and common belief in rationality

3.3.1 Rationality

Stalnaker uses a Bayesian definition of rationality which says that rational ac-
tions are those that maximize expected utility. In his models, the utilities of
different outcomes are given as part of the game and expectations are given by
agents’ degrees of belief. Since agents in games are often surprised by the oc-
currence of unexpected events, Stalnaker gives a refined definition of rationality,
called “perfect rationality.” This refinement adds to the definition the require-
ment that if there is a tie in expected utility between two or more actions, for
instance when an agent does not expect some node in a game to be reached
and so calculates their expected utilities for some set of possible actions at that
node as equal, then the agent should maximize expected utility conditional on
a surprise, as when that node is reached after all.

To formalize this definition of perfect rationality, we first need a definition
of expected value for an agent i given a world and a strategy. Where C¬i is the
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set of strategies of player i’s opponent (assuming for now that there are only
two players),

EVi(ci, w) =
∑

c¬i∈C¬i

(ui(ci, c¬i) · Pi,w(c¬i))

Then an agent is perfectly rational at those worlds where their strategy has
the highest expected value, or in the case of a tie, their strategy has the highest
expected value in the event of a surprise:

Rati = {w ∈W | EVi(si(w), w) ≥ EVi(ci, w) for all ci 6= si(w)
and if EVi(si(w), w) = EVi(ci, w) for some such ci, then
EVi(si(w), z) ≥ EVi(ci, z) for all z ∈ B′ such that ¬(wRiz)}
Let R be the event that all players are rational. Then,

R =
⋂
i∈N

Rati

Note that this definition of rationality is positive in the sense that a player
is rational if they select the strategy with the highest expected value given their
beliefs, and if they select “safe” strategies at nodes that they do not expect to be
reached, so that if such a node is in fact reached their chosen strategy performs
better than any other. Aumann’s definition of rationality, presented in Chapter
2, is a negative definition in that it defines a player as rational if at all nodes,
that player does not know that they could improve their payoff with another
strategy choice. It seems that for the purposes of real-life situations, Stalnaker’s
definition provides a better guideline for rational behavior; it says to take into
account one’s information, form beliefs, and select the best strategy given the
probabilities of various outcomes occurring. This procedure seems sure to lead
an agent to the best strategy given their beliefs, whereas Aumann’s definition
translated into practical advice only tells one to rule out a strategy if another
is known to be better, which is a weaker requirement.

3.3.2 Common belief in rationality

Let Biφ be the event that a player i believes a proposition φ, and then the event
that all players believe the proposition, Bφ, is defined as follows:

Bφ =
⋂
i∈N

Biφ

Then for a proposition P , define “P and n’th level mutual belief in P”, BnP ,
recursively:

B0P = P
BnP = B(Bn−1P ) ∩Bn−1P

Then the following is also true:

BnP ⊆ Bn−1P

Then “P and common belief in P”, CBP , is the event that for every level n,
there is mutual n’th level belief in P :
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CBP = B0P ∩B1P ∩ ..... =
⋂
n

BnP

Often we will be concerned with the case where P = R; it follows from the
above that rationality and common belief in rationality is the event

CBR = B0R ∩B1R ∩ ..... =
⋂
n

BnR

3.4 A new axiom

Stalnaker uses the AGM axioms for belief revision as part of his framework,
but argues that no further constraints on how players revise their beliefs can
be justified in general. This agnosticism about the nature of the belief revision
function drives the result that common belief in rationality (CBR) does not
imply backwards induction (BI). It seems, however, that one additional axiom
might justifiably be added to Stalnaker’s list of axioms, embodying the notion
that when new information is learned, contradicted beliefs should be given up
but those consistent with the learned information ought not be unnecessarily.
The intuition behind the new axiom is that if an agent has a compound belief,
a belief that is an intersection of simpler beliefs with a range of strengths, then
upon learning only that a stronger part of this compound belief is false, the agent
should preserve belief in the weaker parts of the compound which have not been
contradicted. As beliefs in Stalnaker’s framework are propositions represented
by sets of possible worlds, a belief is stronger than another if the former is a
proper subset of the latter. Due to this definition of belief strength, at any world
where a belief of a certain strength holds, all weaker beliefs in the compound
also hold. Crucially, beliefs in common belief in rationality and in levels of
mutual belief in rationality have exactly this structure of the stronger beliefs in
the compound implying all of the weaker ones. As we are interested specifically
in beliefs of these types at the moment, the new axiom will be formulated for
the case where the players either have common belief or some level of mutual
belief in some proposition.

Where φ, ψ, and M are propositions and B is the set of prior beliefs, the
new axiom capturing this notion for the case of is this:

(5) If B ⊆ BnM or B ⊆ CBM , so that B ∩ φ is empty when φ ⊆ ¬BnM ,
but for some x < n, φ ∩ BxM is nonempty, then B(φ) ⊆ BxM . If y is the
greatest such x ∈ N, then B(φ) = ByM ∩ φ.

To return to the method of diagramming belief revision used above, below
is an example of an agent revising through Axiom (5).
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CBR

R

BnR

B1R

φ

As before, the innermost sphere is the agent’s prior belief set, while the out-
ermost sphere contains those worlds which are compatible with any information
the agent could learn. Again, the proposition φ is not a sphere in Grove’s sense
[13]. In this example, the agent is taking part in a game, and the agent’s prior
belief set contains all and only those worlds at which all players are rational
and this is common belief among them. The axiom (5) can be applied when φ
is learned due to the nature of mutual belief in rationality, which has a special
structure. This structure is such that higher levels of mutual belief (stronger
propositions) are subsets of lower levels (weaker propositions) for all levels, with
mere rationality being the weakest such proposition and common belief in ratio-
nality being the strongest. This structure is evident in the diagram due to the
representation of each level as a sphere. Suppose that the proposition φ is the
set of worlds at which some particular node is reached during the play of the
game. If this proposition is incompatible with the prior belief set of the agent,
and say incompatible also with 12’th level mutual belief in rationality, but the
proposition is compatible with 11’th level mutual belief in rationality, then Ax-
iom (5) requires that the agent revise beliefs so that the new belief set is the
segment of the 11’th level mutual belief sphere intersected with the proposition
φ. This area is darkened in the diagram.

It is clear from the diagram that the axiom is justified not by the content
of the commonly believed proposition, but by the structure of the beliefs to
which the axiom applies and the natural ordering of spheres such that those
nearest the center are closer to the original beliefs than are those farther from
the center. The justification of the axiom therefore does not appeal to any
special properties of rationality or belief in the same, and so avoids Stalnaker’s
criticism of assuming that mutual belief in rationality among players should be
robust, for example, on the basis that belief in rationality is fundamental or
somehow special among beliefs.

Let the axioms (1)-(5) be collectively referred to as AGM+.
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3.5 A proof of Axiom (5) using Grove’s repre-
sentation of theory change

3.5.1 Overview

Grove gives a modelling for belief revision in [13] in which belief change is
given a spherical representation like that used above. (A condensed version of
Grove’s modelling is provided in Arló-Costa and Pedersen [2].) A sphere-based
revision in Grove’s system is completely characterized by the axioms of AGM,
and therefore by showing that the proposed Axiom (5) is a sphere-based revision,
I show that revision by Axiom (5) is the correct revision according to AGM in
cases where that axiom applies, given the set of spheres depicted above. This
side-steps Stalnaker’s criticism that the inclusion of such a requirement for the
case of common belief in rationality cannot be justified by any special features
of rationality, as it finds content-independent grounds which demonstrate the
truth of the axiom within the AGM framework.

The proof procedure is basically as follows: I will first show that the prior
belief set of interest B, taken as the underlying theory, generates a system of
spheres with a particular structure. Then, I will show that the revision given by
Axiom (5) is a sphere-based revision. It follows from this, given the theorems
proved by Grove, that this revision function satisfies the axioms of AGM.

3.5.2 The basics of Grove’s modelling

While the primitives in Stalnaker’s framework are possible worlds, it should first
be noted that Grove constructs worlds from sentences in a language. For Grove,
a theory T is a set of sentences L ⊆ T ⊆ F where L is the set of logical theses of
the language and F is the set of all sentences in the language. Then the set of
all possible worlds, ML, is the set of all maximal, consistent extensions of L. For
any theory T over L, |T | = {m ∈ ML : T ⊆ m} ; so |T | is the set of worlds at
which the theory T is true. If T is inconsistent, then |T | = ∅. Stalnaker’s prior
belief sets, sets of worlds initially considered possible by an agent, correspond to
these |T |. Belief sets after revision will be represented as functions of the prior
belief set and the propositions learned. The set ML will be used to denote the
set of all possible worlds, both in Grove’s definitions when these worlds are sets
of sentences and when working in Stalnaker’s framework, where possible worlds
are primitive. This should cause no difficulty because worlds could in principle
be constructed from sentences in Stalnaker’s framework; this is not done here
for the sake of simplicity.

Grove defines a function t over subsets S ⊆ML which gives those sentences
which are true at all worlds in a given set of worlds: t(S) = ∩{x ∈ S} . This
function returns a theory in Grove’s sense, given a belief set in Stalnaker’s sense
(a set of worlds).

Grove then defines systems of spheres as follows:
If S is a collection of subsets of ML , then S is a system of spheres centered

on X for some subset X ⊆ML if it satisfies the following conditions:
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(S1) S is totally ordered by ⊆: so if U, V ∈ S, either U ⊆ V or V ⊆ U
(S2) X is the ⊆ minimum of S : so X ∈ S, and if U ∈ S then X ⊆ U
(S3) ML is in S (and is the largest such sphere)
(S4) If A ∈ F a sentence, and there is some sphere S ∈ S such that S

intersects |A|, then there is a smallest such sphere intersecting |A|. Call this
smallest sphere c(A).

Spheres, then, are subsets of possible worlds, with the innermost sphere as
the prior belief set in Stalnaker’s language. Given a system of spheres with
an underlying theory |T |, Grove defines a selection function which revises the
theory with a learned sentence A by selecting those worlds closest to the original
theory at which A is true:

Define a function for a system of spheres S centered on a theory T that, given
a sentence A ∈ F , selects the closest worlds to T where A holds:

fS : F → P(ML), where fS(A) = |A| ∩ c(A)
Arló-Costa and Pedersen [2] define sphere-based revision with this function:

Given a theory T , a function ∗ is a sphere-based revision for T if there is a system
of spheres S centered on |T | such that for all sentences A, T ∗A = t(fS(|A|)).

This revision ∗ is an operation on sentences, selecting a set of worlds and then
taking the set of sentences true at all of those worlds, whereas Stalnaker’s belief
revision function delivers only the set of worlds, as they are primitive. Therefore
the sphere-based revision for a prior belief set B in Stalnaker’s framework, given
a learned proposition (set of worlds) φ, is rather B ∗ φ = fS(φ). It is easy to
see that this function selects the same worlds as does the Grove function, but
returns those worlds rather than the common sentences of those worlds. As we
are here interested in belief revision in Stalnaker’s framework, this version of
the selection function will be used. To differentiate between the functions and
to maintain consistent notation within Stalnaker’s framework, this definition
will be used: Given a prior belief set B, a function B : P(ML) → P(ML) is a
sphere-based revision for B if there is a system of spheres S centered on B such
that for all propositions φ ⊆ML , B(φ) = fS(φ).

Arló-Costa and Pedersen summarize the characterization of sphere-based
revision by the AGM axioms [2]: Given a theory T , every sphere-based revision
∗ for T satisfies the axioms of AGM, and every function on the sentences in F
that satisfies the AGM axioms is a sphere-based revision.

3.5.3 Proof that Axiom (5) is a sphere-based revision and
satisfies the AGM axioms

For all that follows, let the prior belief set B be such that either B = CBP or
B = BxP for some proposition P ⊆ML and x ∈ N. Recall Axiom (5):

(5) Given the prior belief set B, and given a proposition φ ⊆ ML such that
B ∩ φ is empty (and so φ ⊆ ¬BnP for some n or φ ⊆ ¬CBP ), then for any
y < n such that φ ∩ByP is nonempty, B(φ) ⊆ ByP . If z is the greatest such
y ∈ N, then B(φ) = BzP ∩ φ.
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Theorem 3.1. Let B be a prior belief set as specified above. If when B = CBP ,
S is the collection of subsets {s ⊆ ML|s = ML or s = CBP or s = ByP ; y ∈
N}, and if when B = BxP , S is the collection of subsets {s ⊆ML|s = ML or s =
ByP ; y ≤ x ∈ N}, then S is a system of spheres centered on B.

Proof. S satisfies conditions S1-S4:
Step 1: S satisfies S1. Take any two subsets U, V ∈ S. If U = ML, then

it is given that V ⊆ U , and similarly if V = ML. So suppose now that this is
not the case. Assume for the moment that U 6= CBP and V 6= CBP . Then
by the definition of S, for some u, v ∈ N, U = BuP and V = BvP . If u = v,
then U = V and so both U ⊆ V and V ⊆ U . If u < v, then since for all
n ∈ N and all propositions C, BnC ⊆ Bn−1C, V ⊆ U . Similarly, if v < u, then
U ⊆ V . Therefore S is totally ordered by ⊆. Assume that instead U = CBP
or V = CBP . If both, then U = V . Suppose that w.l.o.g. only U = CBP ,
and so V = ByP for some y ∈ N. Then by the definition of common belief,
CBP ⊆ ByP , and so U ⊆ V . So again, S is totally ordered by ⊆.

Step 2: S satisfies S2. Suppose B = CBP . Then by the definition of S,
B ∈ S. Then for any V ∈ S, as shown in step 1, B ⊆ V . Suppose alternatively
that B = BxP . Then by the definition of S, for any V ∈ S, either V = ML or
V = ByP where y ≤ x, and so again B ⊆ V . Thus B is the ⊆ minimum of S.

Step 3: S satisfies S3. By the definition of S, ML ∈ S. Furthermore, for all
s ∈ S, s ⊆ML. So ML is the largest sphere in S.

Step 4: S satisfies S4. Suppose that A ∈ F is a sentence, and that there
exists some s ∈ S such that s ∩ |A| 6= ∅. For all s ∈ S, either s ∩ |A| = ∅ or
s ∩ |A| 6= ∅, so let Q = {s|s ∩ |A| 6= ∅}, which has already been supposed to
contain at least one element. As S is totally ordered by ⊆ , Q is also totally
ordered by ⊆. Suppose that S is centered on a theory B = BxP for some
finite x. Then as x is finite and each s ∈ S corresponds to some ByP such
that 0 ≤ y ≤ x or to ML, S has x + 2 elements, and x + 2 is finite. As S
is finite and totally ordered, S is well-ordered and therefore the subset Q has
a minimum element q such that for all q′ ∈ Q, q ⊆ q′. Thus there exists
an s ∈ S (namely s = q) such that s is the smallest sphere to intersect |A|.
Suppose alternatively that S is centered on a theory B = CBP . If B ∈ Q,
then since B is the minimum of S, B is the smallest sphere intersecting |A|.
If not, then there is at least one element (B) in the set R defined as follows:
R = {r|r∩ |A| = ∅ and r ⊂ q for all q ∈ Q}, where a ⊂ b abbreviates a ⊆ b and
not b ⊆ a. Now, the cardinality of S (written #S) is 2 more than that of N,
and so it is equal to #N. #R, then, is at most #N + 1 , which is equal to #N
itself. Then let f : R → N be an injective function such that if for r, r′ ∈ R,
r ⊂ r′, then f(r′) < f(r), where < is the ordinary less-than relation on N. Then
since N is well ordered, and hence every subset of N has a least element, the
subset of the natural numbers {nr ∈ N|nr = f(r) for some r ∈ R} has a least
element; call it nmin. Due to the structure of the spheres and the definition
of f , then, the sphere s = f−1(nmin) is the largest sphere in the set R. Then
since ⊆ totally orders S, there exists a sphere s′ 6= s such that s ⊆ s′ and there
does not exist a sphere s′′ such that s ⊆ s′′ and s′′ ⊆ s′. Thus s′ is the smallest
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sphere greater than s. It must be that s′ ∈ Q, or else s′ would be in R, in which
case it would be the greatest sphere in R, contrary to the assumption that s
is the greatest in R. Furthermore, s′ must be the smallest sphere in Q, and
hence the smallest sphere intersecting |A|. Hence, there exists a smallest sphere
intersecting |A|.

Theorem 3.2. The revision given by Axiom (5) is a sphere-based revision for
B as defined above.

Proof. Recall from above that given a belief set B, a function B : P(ML) →
P(ML) is a sphere-based revision for B if there is a system of spheres S centered
on B such that for all propositions φ ⊆ML , B(φ) = fS(φ).

Let B be a prior belief set defined as above. Then the function B(φ) =
BzP ∩ φ is a sphere-based revision if there is a system of spheres S centered
on B such that for all φ, B(φ) = fS(φ). This means that for all formulae φ,
BzP ∩ φ = fS(φ) when B ∩ φ = ∅ and z is the greatest natural number such
that φ ∩ BzP 6= ∅. Define S as in Theorem 3.1. Then to see that the above
equation holds, recall that by the definition of f , fS(φ) = φ ∩ c(φ). Clearly
φ = φ; it remains to be shown, then, that c(φ) = BzP . This is the case
given the specification of z, because if z is the largest natural number such
that BzP intersects φ (and given that φ does not intersect the prior belief set,
and so φ ∩ CBP must be empty), then BzP must also be the smallest sphere,
since any other sphere ByP intersecting φ would be such that y < z and thus
BzP ⊆ ByP , and if another sphere U = ML intersects φ then still BzP ⊆ U
since U is the largest sphere. So c(φ) = BzP . Therefore the revision given by
Axiom (5) is a sphere-based revision for B.

Theorem 3.3. The revision given by Axiom (5) satisfies the AGM axioms.

Proof. Immediate from Grove. Sphere-based revisions are entirely characterized
by the axioms of AGM, and thus since Axiom (5) is a sphere-based revision, it
satisfies the axioms of AGM.

3.5.4 Summary

In the debate over whether common belief in rationality guarantees the back-
ward inductive solution in perfect information games, many negative answers
emphasize the fact that we cannot assume a priori that common belief in ra-
tionality persists throughout the game as players observe each other’s moves
and re-evaluate their beliefs. Stalnaker uses this kind of argument to show that
common belief in rationality is not sufficient for backward induction, as we are
not justified in assuming that players revise their beliefs in any special way (be-
yond what AGM requires) when common belief in rationality is contradicted
by learned information. The above shows that, although Stalnaker is right to
point out that we are not justified in assuming that players revise in any partic-
ular way beyond the AGM axioms, this does not entail that players are free to
revise so as to go from common belief in rationality to no belief in rationality.
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Grove’s sphere-based modelling of belief revision makes it evident that AGM
itself requires players to make more conservative revisions, thus retaining as
much mutual belief in rationality as is compatible with learned propositions.

3.6 The game and its features

The games under consideration are n-player, finite, sequential move, perfect
information games with non-degenerate payoffs. It is assumed that the games
are finite, although they can be of any finite length. In Stalnaker’s framework
the players are reasoning about extensive form games with these properties, al-
though this reasoning is being used by each player to determine their strategy in
a single-shot normal form version of the game. I follow Stalnaker in representing
the reasoning process concerning the extensive form game, and simply taking
note that during the actual play the players simultaneously select strategies that
determine what they would do at every node as a result of this reasoning.

The backward inductive solution is subgame perfect, meaning that it is the
solution to the game if players were to play the Nash equilibrium of every sub-
game. Therefore, it is always the case that if the players at all subsequent nodes
will play the subgame perfect equilibrium (backward inductive solution), then
it is optimal for the player at the current node to do so as well. This fact will
be used throughout the proof.

In what follows, let Γ be a game as specified above. Let M be a model for
Γ in which all players are perfectly rational and it is common belief between
the players that all are perfectly rational. Let all players also revise beliefs as
specified by the axioms AGM+, and let it be common belief between the players
that beliefs are revised in this way.

The dominant and dominated actions referred to in the proofs include those
which are strictly and weakly dominant. Since the concept of rationality being
used is perfect rationality, it requires of players that they maximize their ex-
pected utility conditional on being surprised in the event that there are ties in
expected utility given what the players believe will happen in the game. This
means that for Stalnaker to consider a player to be rational, that player must
obey both strong and weak dominance; rational players in this context are not
permitted to take weakly dominated actions, and they are required to take
weakly dominant ones, no matter what they may believe about the future play
of their opponents. While this may not be an appropriate requirement in all
situations, it follows from the definition of perfect rationality being used and
seems reasonable for the games considered here.

Nodes in the game will often be given names so that they may be easily
referred to. Often the letter z is used. For convenience, the letter representing
the node under discussion will also be used to represent the proposition that that
node has been reached; whether an instance of a letter represents a proposition
or a node should be clear from context.
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3.7 Statement of the theorem and its proof

Theorem 3.4. Let Γ and M be as above. Then at a node z at which the longest
branch to follow has x nodes, if B(z) ⊆ BxR, then the player i to act at z takes
the subgame perfect action (the backward inductive outcome results).

To prove this theorem, two lemmas and a corollary are used, and a term is
defined for convenience. Let Γ and M be as above in all of what follows.

Definition. Subgame Perfect Sufficiency Index (SI): For a given node z of an
extensive form game, the sufficiency index of z (SI(z)) is the smallest natural
number n such that if B(z) ⊆ BnR then the player i to move at z takes the
subgame perfect action (SGP). In the event that there is no finite level of mutual
belief in rationality sufficient to guarantee subgame perfect play, let SI(z) =∞
to symbolize this.

Lemma 3.5. Given a node z, consider the set Z ′ of nodes occurring after z on
branches that would not require a weakly or strictly dominated action to be taken
at z to be reached. If the maximum SI(z′) of the z′ ∈ Z ′ is q, then SI(z) ≤ q+1.

Proof. Suppose that for some node z, q = k. If i has a (weakly or strictly)
dominant action at z then that action is the SGP and i takes it if rational,
so i takes the SGP if B(z) ⊆ B0R; then SI(z) = 0. Supposing that i has
no dominant action, i takes the SGP if i is rational and if i believes that all
players to follow will take the SGP as well. Since i never takes a dominated
action, nodes that could only be reached by i′s taking a dominated action are
excluded from consideration, and their SI’s are not important. Since then the
highest relevant SI after z is k, i invariably takes the SGP if i believes that
B(z′) ⊆ BkR for z′ after z; recalling that BxR ⊆ ByR for all x > y, this would
mean that the beliefs of all players at all relevant subsequent nodes would induce
them to take the SGP, since for all such z′, SI(z′) ≤ k.

If B(z) ⊆ Bk+1R then i will believe that the players to follow will act in
such a way that i should take the SGP, and so i takes the SGP. To see this,
assume that B(z) ⊆ Bk+1R, and consider what would happen if i deviated
from SGP at z. As i is rational, this deviation would not take the form of a
dominated action, so i’s action is undominated, and therefore consistent with
B(z′) ⊆ B0R for any node z′ that i would move to. For any such z′, i’s action
is also necessarily inconsistent with B(z′) ⊆ B(BkR); if i believed that BkR
then i’s non-SGP action would be irrational, as i would then believe that all
other players would take the SGP, and then i should have done so as well.

To determine more exactly the hypothetical results of i’s deviation, there
are 3 cases to consider.

Case 1: i’s action is consistent with i’s expectation of a deviation or devia-
tions only at nodes z′ such that SI(z′) = k. Then although B(z′) 6⊆ Bk+1R,
there is nothing contradictory in B(z′) ⊆ BkR , and so by the axiom (5), in
fact B(z′) ⊆ BkR. Then since k is the maximum SI of nodes that could be
reached after z, all players at all nodes after z take the SGP. Thus i at z does
so as well, as i believes this to be the case.
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Case 2: i’s deviation is consistent with i’s belief that there may be another
deviation only at a node or nodes z′ such that SI(z′) = s for some particular
s ≤ k − 1. Then it is not possible that B(z′) ⊆ B(BsR) = Bs+1R; i cannot
believe that the sufficiency index is met at z′, or else the player j at z′ would not
deviate but would take the SGP. There is no logical inconsistency, however, with
B(z′) ⊆ BsR, and thus by the axiom (5), indeed B(z′) ⊆ BsR. So a player j at
such a z′, with SI(z′) = s, will still take the SGP; i at z believes this to be the
case. Yet there may be other nodes z′′ following z such that SI(z′′) = s′ > s,
and i’s deviation would then imply that B(z′′) 6⊆ Bs′R. Therefore i might
consider that such a player h at a node z′′ would deviate from SGP in response
to i’s deviation at z. Then there are 2 subcases to consider: The first subcase is
that i’s payoff will be worse if h deviates at z′′ than if h does not. In this case,
i takes the SGP because it has a higher payoff. The second subcase is that i’s
payoff is better if i and h deviate (and j does not) than if neither of them do.
But then, i’s own deviation at z is consistent with i’s belief that h will deviate
at z′′, and this contradicts the assumption that i’s action is consistent with the
belief that only at a node z′ might there be a deviation. If it is instead the case
that i’s deviation is consistent with the belief that h will deviate at z′′, then by
the same reasoning applied to z′ above, the player h at z′′ will not deviate but
will take the SGP. So it is not possible that i’s deviation at z will result in a
deviation at a later node z′ or z′′, and so i takes the SGP.

Case 3: i’s action is consistent only with i’s belief that future players will
deviate at multiple nodes with multiple sufficiency indices vn. Then since the
minimum SI is 0 and the vn are natural numbers, there must be some least
such vn, denoted v0. At the node z′ reached by i’s deviation at z, therefore,
B(z′) 6⊆ Bv0+1R; it is not possible that B(z′) ⊆ B(Bv0R), or else i would not
have deviated, because i would not have believed that a deviation would occur
at a node at which it has been supposed i must expect a deviation in order for i
to deviate at z. Yet i’s action is logically consistent with B(z′) ⊆ Bv0R, and so
by the axiom (5), indeed B(z′) ⊆ Bv0R. Therefore at any node zv0 such that
SI(zv0) = v0, the player j to act takes the SGP. But since i’s deviation is not
consistent with i’s belief that j will take the SGP, it must be the case that this
action results in a worse payoff for i than if neither i nor j had deviated. Since
i believes this, i takes the SGP at z.

Thus if B(z) ⊆ Bk+1R, i takes the SGP, and so SI(z) ≤ k+ 1. Since this is
true for any node z and any k, it is true in general that SI(z) = 0 when i has
a dominant action available at z and SI(z) ≤ q + 1 otherwise.

Corollary 3.6. If the maximum SI(z’) of the z′ ∈ Z ′ is q, then if B(z) ⊆
Bq+1R, then player i at z takes the SGP.

Proof. Case 1: i has a dominant action. Then that action is SGP, and SI(z) = 0.
Since Bq+1R ⊆ B0R, if B(z) ⊆ Bq+1R then i takes the SGP.

Case 2: i has no dominant action. Then by Lemma 3.5, SI(z) ≤ q + 1, so
by the definition of SI, if B(z) ⊆ Bq+1R then i takes the SGP.
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Lemma 3.7. Given any node z such that the maximum number of nodes to
follow is x, SI(z) ≤ x.

Proof. By induction on x.
For the base case, let x = 0. Then z is a terminal node, so a rational player

i takes the SGP, so SI(z) = 0.
Assume as the induction hypothesis that for x ≤ k, the maximum SI(z) is

x.
Now suppose that for some node z, x = k+ 1. Then any next node z′ which

is reached by player i’s action at z has a maximum of k nodes to follow. Then
by the induction hypothesis, the maximum SI at z′ is k. Then by Lemma 3.5,
SI(z) ≤ k + 1.

Theorem 3.4. Let Γ and M be as above. Then at a node z at which the
longest branch to follow has x nodes, if B(z) ⊆ BxR, then the player i to act
at z takes the SGP (the backward inductive outcome results).

Proof. Suppose that B(z) ⊆ BxR. Since by Lemma 3.7, SI(z) ≤ x, where
SI(z) = q, then q ≤ x. Then since BxR ⊆ BqR, B(z) ⊆ BqR. Then by the
definition of SI, i takes the SGP at z.

3.8 Centipede Games Revisited

Recall that centipede games are of particular interest to many philosophers be-
cause they concisely reflect the structure the problem of the iterated prisoner’s
dilemma that long-term cooperation is beneficial yet any cooperation is pro-
hibited by backward inductive reasoning. Because of this undesirable result
of backward induction in centipede games, such games are often used to find
counterexamples to claims about sufficient conditions for backward induction,
with Stalnaker himself employing this strategy [23] (see again [17] for a discus-
sion of centipede games). It is thus noteworthy that it follows straightforwardly
from the preceding Theorem 3.4 that in the framework including the axioms of
AGM+, common belief in rationality is indeed sufficient for backward induction
in centipede games:

Corollary 3.8. If Γ is a two-player centipede game and M a model for Γ in
which there is common belief in rationality as above, then the backward inductive
outcome is realized.

Proof. Two-player centipede games are a subset of the n-player sequential move
games described above.

3.9 Conclusions

The above demonstrates that not only does common knowledge of rationality
entail that the backward inductive outcome is realized in our class of games,
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but common belief in rationality does so as well once we recognize that Axiom
(5) ought to be included in Stalnaker’s framework. It is also argued that, far
from being an ad hoc requirement tacked on to frameworks for representing
knowledge and beliefs in games, the requirement that common knowledge (or
belief) or at least high levels of mutual knowledge (belief) in rationality persists
even in the face of surprising information learned during the playing of a game
can be justified by the widely accepted axioms of AGM. Thus the axiom (5) is
on the one hand intuitively motivated and natural, being based on the particular
structure of common beliefs, and on the other hand, well justified by the AGM
theory of belief revision. The new axiom is sound with respect to the AGM
axioms, and it reflects the fact, demonstrated by Grove, that any AGM revision
is conservative in the sense that a revision with a learned proposition results in
a new belief set which is the learned proposition intersected with the smallest
sphere which it intersects.



Chapter 4

Conclusions

The overarching goal of the previous chapters was to strengthen the case for
common knowledge (or belief) as sufficient for the backward inductive outcome
in the class of perfect information games with non-degenerate payoffs. Chapter 2
showed that a proof in support of this claim due to Aumann follows from weaker
assumptions than those made in the original proof [4]. Chapter 3 showed that
a powerful argument against the claim, due to Stalnaker, relies on the denial
of a quite reasonable assumption about how rational agents revise their beliefs
when surprised, which turns out to be justified by the AGM axioms [23]. The
motivating idea behind Stalnaker’s argument is a strong one, and likely correct;
he argues that we should not assume that players in a game revise their beliefs
in one particular way when rationality permits them to adopt a variety of be-
lief revision policies. Stalnaker is correct in pointing out that a rational agent
may sometimes adopt a belief revision policy which treats actions of different
opponents as independent from one another, and at other times not adopt such
a policy. He is also correct in pointing out that although rationality is a focus
of theorists and belief in rationality is of great interest, we are not justified in
automatically assuming that rational agents treat such a belief as robust, i.e.
that they revise so as to retain that belief over other candidates when they must
revise their beliefs. The argument put forward in Chapter 3 does not dispute
these claims; rather it suggests looking at the structure of common beliefs as
the reason why rational agents who initially have common belief in rational-
ity would revise that belief so as to retain belief in as many levels of mutual
belief in rationality as possible. Common belief is a shorthand for belief and
mutual belief and tenth level mutual belief and twentieth level mutual belief
and so forth; it is a belief composed of many simpler beliefs which are arranged
by definition in terms of strength. For this reason, it seems that if an agent
sees a very strong constituent of the compound common belief contradicted,
the rational revision is not to dismiss the chain of weaker beliefs along with the
strong one shown to be false, but rather to dismiss only the very strong belief.
After all, those beliefs which constitute very bold claims are more vulnerable
than those which make more modest claims, and are therefore more likely to
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need to be retracted. This intuition is validated by Grove’s spherical modelling
of AGM. If this fully justified constraint is inserted into the formal framework
of Stalnaker, then as Chapter 3 shows, common belief in rationality is indeed
sufficient for the realization of the backward inductive outcome. In this way,
the quite different frameworks of Aumann and Stalnaker can both be used in
support of the claim that if there is common knowledge (or belief) in rationality
among players of a perfect information game, then the players play according
to the recommendation of backward induction. The strengthening of this claim
brings the epistemic program in game theory closer to a resolution to this very
contentious issue; furthermore this thesis indicates that common knowledge of
(or belief in) rationality is a strong candidate for the assumption behind back-
ward inductive reasoning, and the nature of this assumption is of importance
to philosophers generally. For those political philosophers interested in iterated
prisoner’s dilemma, this thesis provides them reason to think that people in the
state of nature should not be assumed to have reasoned by backward induction,
unless it is also assumed that their rationality was common knowledge. This
may be reassuring, since in the absence of the second (highly questionable) as-
sumption, political philosophers can consider the possibility that rational people
in a state of nature would choose to cooperate in situations analogous to iterated
prisoner’s dilemma, which would explain the origins of societies with contracts
between individuals and even groups.
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